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Data Scientist

Summary Data scientist with 10 years’ experience building data-driven technology, developing
comprehensive analyses from diverse data sources, and applying clinical logic to raw data.
Collaborate with subject matter experts, data engineers, and product managers across
multiple functions to create high-quality products with social impact. Present and effectively
communicate the capabilities of those products to both technical and non-technical
audiences.

Education Ph.D. & M.A. Brain & Cognitive Sciences, University of Rochester
B.A. Psychology & Computer Science, Oberlin College

Professional
Experience

Thyme Care, 1/2021 – 6/2021
DATA SCIENTIST

Researched, designed, and implemented cloud-based machine learning system to predict
claim types for a healthcare startup guiding patients through cancer diagnosis and treatment.
Reviewed scientific literature to compare methods and results across model goal framing,
data preprocessing, and model training processes. Collaborated with chief medical officer
and product management for model goal framing.

● Built machine learning workflow on AWS with data ingress via Amazon RDS with
dbt and model training on SageMaker

● Developed approach to predict patients’ chance of submitting 1st oncology claim via
TensorFlow by implementing logistic regression, dense neural network, and long
short-term memory recurrent neural network

● Created slide deck on machine learning workflow for external
presentation—integrated into CEO’s presentation for potential investors

● Designed novel leave-one-out model training methodology to enable unbiased
predictions for patients in training dataset

AiCure, 9/2019 – 4/2020
STATISTICAL DATA LEAD | DATA SCIENTIST

Developed and analyzed software used to calculate diagnostic disease biomarkers targeted in
drug trials for technology firm utilizing AI to measure drug trial performance. Built and
validated machine learning model to predict scores from diagnostic biomarker data
calculated with OpenDBM. Delivered reports to drug trial-conducting clients with each
model’s predictive power and a contribution measurement of each diagnostic biomarker to
those models.

● Developed exhaustive diagnostic biomarker data pipeline on AWS using Python to
process video data stored on S3 to measure key, scientifically validated behavioral
measurements across facial activity, vocal acoustics, and natural language production

● Identified and cataloged symptoms detectable from patient videos for Parkinson’s
disease, depression, and schizophrenia through scientific publication review
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Professional
Experience, cont.

Virtusa @ Google, 3/2018 – 9/2019
SR. DATA SCIENCE CONSULTANT & PARTNER DELIVERY MANAGER

Managed complex artificial intelligence and deep learning projects as onsite Google
consultant. Researched and presented approaches for AI and ML use cases. Utilized Google
BigQuery, Google Datalab, TensorFlow Dense Neural Network estimators, and Google AI
Platform. Collaborated with executives, engineering managers, and product managers.

● Led full implementation of fraudulent healthcare claim detection system utilizing
Python with data from cms.gov for Google Cloud consulting client

● Delivered implementation and evaluation of rating system for likelihood of breaking
code integration rules using XGBoost decision trees and fraudulent financial
transaction claim detection system using artificial neural network classifier

● Developed chatbot to aid users with client’s internal cost-reporting app using topic
modeling on corpus of example questions to extract keywords—produced most
appropriate response (keyword overlap) from list of similarly preprocessed help
dialogues

Insight Data Science, 1/2017 – 12/2017
DATA SCIENCE FELLOW

Scoped, researched, and implemented novel machine learning use case as fully remote web
app built on AWS as member of competitive postdoctoral fellowship for PhDs transitioning
from academia to industry data science. Developed app delivering highly personalized video
game recommendations based on user feedback. Presented data product to 10+ data science
teams from companies including Facebook, Amazon, and Microsoft.

● Built POC web application on AWS with Python and Flask on EC2, delivering
increasingly personalized video game recommendations

University of Rochester, 8/2011 – 6/2016
COMPUTATIONAL NEUROSCIENTIST | DATA SCIENTIST

Performed statistical programming using MATLAB to visualize and model large raw neural
datasets to study neural basis of economic decision-making processes. Conducted and
published research in high-impact journals. Led undergraduate research assistants as advisor
and mentor.

● Produced detailed hypotheses for human brain cell activation frequency involved in
gamble-comparison by training and analyzing artificial neural networks in MATLAB

● Estimated brain cell activation frequencies during gamble-comparison tasks from
extracellular voltage measurement time series data to classify waveforms as evidence
of activation belonging to particular brain cells

Technical Skills Data analysis & visualization, machine learning, deep learning, Python, GCP, AWS, GitHub,
MATLAB, R, HTML, CSS, JavaScript, API, SQL

Community Center for Artificial Intelligence and Environmental Sustainability, technical advisor
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1st-Author
Publications
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